We study the integrated density of states of random Anderson-type additive and multiplicative perturbations of deterministic background operators for which the single-site potential does not have a fixed sign. Our main result states that, under a suitable assumption on the regularity of the random variables, the integrated density of states of such random operators is locally Ho¨lder continuous at energies below the bottom of the essential spectrum of the background operator for any nonzero disorder, and at energies in the unperturbed spectral gaps, provided the randomness is sufficiently small. The result is based on a proof of a Wegner estimate with the correct volume dependence. The proof relies upon the L p -theory of the spectral shift function for p51 (Comm. Math. Phys. 218 (2001), 113-130), and the vector field methods of Klopp (Comm. Math. Phys. 167 (1995), 553-569). We discuss the application of this result to Schro¨dinger operators with random magnetic fields and to band-edge localization. # 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
In this paper, we combine the results of [11, 25] to prove that, in certain energy regions, the integrated density of states (IDSs) for additive and 1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. 2 Supported in part by NSF Grant DMS-9707049. multiplicative perturbations of background operators by Anderson-type random potentials constructed with nonsign definite single-site potentials, is locally Ho¨lder continuous. To our knowledge, this is the first, general result in dimensions d51 for such random potentials. For one-dimensional Anderson models, Stolz [41] proved localization at all energies with no sign restriction on the single-site potential. He does not, however, obtain a result on the IDS. Recently, Veselic´ [42] obtained results similar to ours for additive perturbations with a special class of nonsign definite potentials included in the class treated here.
Our result is based on a Wegner estimate with the correct volume behavior. A Wegner estimate is an upper bound on the probability that the spectrum of the local Hamiltonian H L (i.e. H restricted to a box L with selfadjoint boundary conditions) lies within an Z-neighborhood of a given energy E: A good Wegner estimate is one for which the upper bound depends linearly on the volume jLj; and vanishes as the size of the energy neighborhood Z shrinks to zero. The linear dependence on the volume is essential for the proof of the regularity of the IDS. The rate of vanishing of the upper bound as Z ! 0 determines the continuity of the IDS.
The models that can be treated by this method are described as follows. We can treat both multiplicative ðMÞ and additive ðAÞ perturbations of a background self-adjoint operator H X 0 ; for X ¼ M or X ¼ A: Multiplicatively perturbed operators describe the propagation of acoustic and electromagnetic waves in disordered media, and we refer to [12] for a discussion of their physical interpretation (see also [15] , [16] ). Additive pertur-bations describe quantum propagation in disordered media. 
ð1:1Þ
where
We assume that ð1 þ V L Þ is invertible (cf. [12] for a discussion of this condition). Additively perturbed operators H A L are of the form
The unperturbed, background medium in the multiplicative case is described by a divergence form operator where r 0 and C 0 are positive functions that describe the unperturbed density and sound velocity. We assume that r 0 and C 0 are sufficiently regular so that C [1, 36] ). The perturbations V L that can be treated by the method of Klopp [25] are Anderson-type random potentials. Let * L L denote the lattice points in the region L; so that * L L L \ Z d : The local perturbation in the Anderson-type alloy model is defined by The functions u i are compactly supported in a neighborhood of the origin. They need not be of the form u i ðxÞ ¼ uðxÞ; for some fixed u; since ergodicity plays no role in the Wegner estimate. However, the proof of the existence and deterministic nature of the IDS requires ergodicity, so we will make the assumption that u i ðxÞ ¼ uðxÞ for those results.
We will put conditions of the random variables l i ðoÞ and the single-site potentials u i : We note that the Wegner estimate is a local estimate. (H3) The single-site potential u k is continuous and compactly supported, i.e. u k 2 C 0 ðR d Þ: For each k 2 Z d ; there exists a nonempty open set B k containing k so that the single-site potential u k a0 on B k : We assume that there exists a positive constant C V o1 so that for any bounded for p5d when d52 and p ¼ 2 when d ¼ 1: (H4) The conditional probability distribution of l 0 ; conditioned on l ? 0 fl i j ia0g; is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure. The density h 0 has compact support contained, say, in ½m; M; for some constants ðm; MÞ with À1omoMo1: The density h 0 is assumed to be locally absolutely continuous.
We refer to the review article of Kirsch [21] for a proof of the fact that hypotheses (H3) and (H4) imply the essential self-adjointness of [12] for the X ¼ M case). We note that condition (1.7) in (H3) is unnecessary if u j ðxÞ ¼ uðxÞ; for some u 2 C 0 ðR d Þ: Let us also note that (1) we can assume, by absorbing any constant into the coupling constants l j ðoÞ; that jju j jj 1 41 and that (2) we can take m ¼ 0 in (H4) without any loss of generality. To see this latter point, let us define a modified background operator for X ¼ A byH 0 H 0 þ P j mu j ; and a modified random potential byṼ o P j ðl j ðoÞ À mÞu j ; so that H 0 þ V o ¼H 0 þṼ o : If we define random variables * l l j ðoÞ ðl j ðoÞ À mÞ; then these new random variables are distributed with a densityh 0 ðlÞ ¼ h 0 ðl þ mÞ; having support ½0; M À m: For the case X ¼ M; we can write the prefactor in (1.1) as
o Þ; withṼ o defined above, and absorb the deterministic factor ð1 þ P j mu j Þ into the velocity function C 0 in (1.3). Therefore, without loss of generality, we will assume that the random variables are independent, and identically distributed ðiidÞ; with a common density h 0 supported on ½0; M; for some 0oMo1: With these normalizations, we have that for any bounded L & R d ; the local potential satisfies jjV L jj ¼ jjV L jj 1 oMC V ; independent of jLj; where C V is given in (1.6).
Remark. (1)
The results hold in certain cases when the coupling constants l k ðoÞ are correlated (cf. [10] ).
(2) A semi-bounded operator H (3) Concerning hypothesis (H3), we can relax the assumption that the supports of u j are compact provided there is sufficient decay at infinity. For example, in the case that u j ðxÞ ¼ uðxÞ; the proof works with a small change in the form of the right-hand sides of (1.8) and (1.9). The parameter Z must be replaced by ðZ þ jLj Àd Þ; where d > 0 depends on the dimension and the rate of decay of u at infinity. Of course, this implies the same results on the Ho¨lder continuity of the IDS. For the modifications in the proof of localization for single-site potentials with noncompact support, we refer to [24] . Additionally, we can allow local singularities in u provided the BirmanSchwinger-type operators in (3.2) and (4.10) remain bounded. We will not give the details here.
The existence of the IDSs for additively perturbed, infinite-volume ergodic models like (1.2) is well known. A textbook account is found in the lecture notes of Kirsch [21] . The same proof applies to the ergodic, multiplicatively perturbed model (1.1), with minor modifications. Recently, Nakamura [34] showed the uniqueness of the IDS, in the sense that the IDS is independent of the Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions needed to define the local operators, in the case of Schro¨dinger operators with magnetic fields. The same proof applies to the multiplicatively perturbed models. It is interesting to note that the proof uses the L 1 -theory of the spectral shift function (SSF). There have been other recent works on the existence of the IDS for Schro¨dinger operators with magnetics fields: Doi et al. [14] , proved the equivalence of various definition of the IDS under weak conditions on the electric and vector potentials, and Hupfer et al. [20] proved the existence of the IDS for magnetic Schro¨dinger operators with certain families of unbounded random potentials, like Gaussian random potentials.
We mention the recent papers of Kostrykin and Schrader [28] [29] [30] in which they define and construct a spectral shift density (SSD) for random Anderson-type Schro¨dinger operators with sign definite single-site potentials. Among other applications, the SSD gives an alternate proof of the existence of the IDS for sign definite models.
Below the Infimum of the Spectrum of H
The main result under these hypotheses on the unperturbed operator H A 0 and the local perturbation V L ; is the following theorem. We recall that for multiplicative perturbations, we have [31] proved a Wegner estimate with a jLj-dependence for Anderson models with overlapping single-site potentials. This condition was removed and extensions were made to the band-edge case in [2, 8] . An extension to multiplicative perturbations was made in [12] . These methods require a spectral averaging theorem. Wegner's original proof [44] for Anderson models did not require spectral averaging. Following Wegner's argument, Kirsch gave a nice, short proof of the Wegner estimate in [22] 
; provided the random potential V o is bounded, and for all jlj sufficiently small. 
: Let E 0 2 ðB À ; B þ Þ be any energy in the unperturbed spectral gap of H 0 ; and define d AE ðE 0 Þ distðE 0 ; B AE Þ: We define a constant 
where C V is defined in (1.6), so that, for jlj4l 0 ðIÞ; and for any q > 1; the IDSs for H o ðlÞ is locally Hölder continuous of order 1=q; on the interval I.
We note that we could equally phrase Theorem 1.1 as follows. For any interval I & ðB À ; B þ Þ; there exists a l 0 ðIÞ > 0 so that for any jljol 0 ðIÞ; the models H X L ðlÞ satisfy a Wegner estimate as in (1.8) with Z 1=q replaced by jIj 1=q : We also mention that the constants lðE 0 Þ and l 0 ðIÞ are not optimal.
Contents of the Paper
The contents of this article are as follows. The L p -theory of the SSF for p > 1 is reviewed in Section 2. We prove Wegner's estimate, Theorem 1.1, for energies below inf sðH A 0 Þ in Section 3 along the ideas of the original argument as appearing in [11] , and incorporating the work of [25] . An application of the theory developed in Section 2 to the single-site SSF allows us to obtain the correct volume dependence. In Section 4, we prove Theorem 1.2 by adopting the methods of Section 3 using the Feshbach projection method. Some simple proofs of the trace class estimates used in the proof of Wegner's estimate in Sections 3 and 4 are presented in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6, we discuss the application of these ideas to prove the local Ho¨lder continuity of the IDS for a family of Schro¨dinger operators with random magnetic fields, and to prove band-edge localization.
THE
The L p -theory of the SSF for p51 was developed in [11] . We briefly recall the essential aspects here. The L 1 -theory can be found in the review paper of Birman and Yafaev [5] , and the book of Yafaev [45] [4] and [35] ).
Since I 1=p & I 1 ; for all p51; we refer to A 2 I 1=p as being super-trace class. Consequently, we can define the SSF for a pair of self-adjoint operators H 0 and H for which V ¼ H À H 0 2 I 1=p : The main theorem is the following and we refer to [11] for the proof. Hundertmark and Simon have recently proved an optimal L p -bound on the SSF [19] .
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that H 0 and H are self-adjoint operators so that V ¼ H À H 0 2 I 1=p ; for some p51: Then, the SSF xðl; H; H 0 Þ 2 L p ðRÞ; and satisfies the bound
ð2:7Þ
A PROOF OF WEGNER'S ESTIMATE FOR ENERGIES BELOW infsðH
A 0 Þ
We give the proof of Wegner's estimate for single-site potentials with nondefinite sign at energies below inf sðH A 0 Þ: The proof is simpler than previous ones as it does not require spectral averaging, nor does it require the eigenfunction localization result of Kirsch et al. [23] . Following [25] , we formulate the Wegner estimate in terms of the resolvent of H
The operator G L ðE 0 ; oÞ is defined by
Since supp u j is compact and the sum over j 2 * L L is finite, the operator GðE 0 ; o L Þ is compact, self-adjoint, and uniformly bounded. Let us
It follows from (3.3) that
Consequently, Wegner's estimate can be reformulated as
Hence, it suffices to compute PfdistðsðG L ðE 0 ; oÞÞ; À1ÞoZ=dg: ð3:6Þ
The key observation of [25] that takes the place of monotonicity and the eigenfunction localization theorem of Kirsch et al. [23] is the following. We define a vector field
It is this relationship that replaces the positivity used in [11] since, if G L ðE 0 ; oÞ is restricted to the spectral subspace where the operator is smaller than ðÀ1 þ 3k=2Þ; we have that ÀG L ðE 0 ; oÞ is strictly positive, and hence invertible. We will use this below. The outline of the proof follows Wegner's original argument [44] . We follow the presentation in [11] . We work with the compact, self-adjoint operator G L ðE 0 ; oÞ; as follows from (3.6). As in [11] , the key estimate on the number of eigenvalues created by the variation of one random variable is obtained by first expressing the quantity in terms of an SSF corresponding to a perturbation by a single-site potential, and then by estimating the L pnorm of this spectral shift function, for p > 1: The proof below uses some of the modifications of Wegner's proof [44] introduced by Kirsch [22] . We note that this proof of the Wegner estimate does not require spectral averaging [9] .
Proof of Theorem 1.1. (1) It follows from the reduction given above that we need to estimate PfdistðsðG L ðE 0 ; oÞÞ; À1ÞoZ=dg; ð3:9Þ
ÞÞ be the unperturbed spectral gap. Since the local potential V L is a relatively compact perturbation of H A 0 ; the operator G L ðE 0 ; oÞ has only discrete spectrum with zero the only possible accumulation point. Let us write k Z=d: We choose Z > 0 small enough so that
We denote by I k the interval ½À1 À k; À1 þ k: The probability in (3.9) is expressible in term of the finite-rank spectral projector for the interval I k and G L ðE 0 ; oÞ; which we write as E L ðI k Þ: Like G L ðE 0 ; oÞ; this projection is a random variable, but we will suppress any reference to o in the notation. We now apply Chebyshev's inequality to the random variable TrðE L ðI k ÞÞ and obtain
ð3:10Þ
(2) We now proceed to estimate the expectation of the trace, following the original argument of Wegner [44] as modified by Kirsch [22] . Let r be a nonnegative, smooth, monotone decreasing function such that rðxÞ ¼ 1; for xo À k=2; and rðxÞ ¼ 0; for x5k=2: We can assume that r has compact support since G L ðE 0 Þ is lower semi-bounded, independent of L: As in [11] , we have
ð3:11Þ
In order to evaluate the r 0 term, we use the fact that G L ðE 0 Þ is an eigenfunction for the vector field A L ; as expressed in (3.8). We write r 0 as
We now note that r 0 40 (in the region of interest), and that on supp r 0 ; the operator G L ðE 0 Þ4ðÀ1 þ 2kÞ; so we obtain
With this estimate, and the fact that drðx þ 1 À tÞ=dt ¼ Àr 0 ðx þ 1 À tÞ; the right-hand side of (3.11) can be bounded above by
In order to evaluate the expectation, we select one random variable, say l k ; with k 2 * L L; and first integrate with respect to this variable using hypothesis (H4). The local absolute continuity property is necessary here because a single term in the sum of (3.13) is not necessarily positive. Let us suppose that there is a decomposition ½0; M ¼ S NÀ1 l¼0 ðM l ; M lþ1 Þ so that h 0 is absolutely continuous on each subinterval. We denote byh 0 the functioñ h 0 ðlÞ lh 0 ðlÞ: Ash 0 is locally absolutely continuous, we can integrate by parts and obtain
where G L ðE 0 Þ l;k is the operator G L ðE 0 Þ with the coupling constant l k at the kth-site fixed at the value l k ¼ l: Similarly, the value 0 or M denotes the coupling constant l k fixed at those values. Consequently, we are left with the task of estimating
where Dðk; E 0 ; 0; l þ k Þ denotes the operator,
and l þ k 2 ½0; M denotes the value of the coupling constant l k where the maximum in (3.15) is obtained. We remark that each term in (3.16) is easily seen to be trace class since the operator G L ðE 0 Þ has discrete spectrum with zero the only accumulation point, and the function rðx þ 1 À tÞ is supported in x in a compact interval away from 0 for t 2 ½À3k=2; 3k=2:
(3) The trace in (3.16) can be rewritten in terms of a SSF as follows. We let H 1 G L ðE 0 Þ 0;k be the unperturbed operator, and write
Although the difference V is not trace class, the single-site potential u k does have compact support. We show in Section 6 that the difference of sufficiently large powers of the bounded operators
;k is not only in the trace class, but is in the super-trace class I 1=p ; for all p51: Specifically, let us define the function gðlÞ ¼ l k : We prove that for k > pd=2 þ 1; and p > 1;
ð3:19Þ
The SSF xðl;
Recall that both r and r 0 have compact support. Because of this, and the fact that the difference fgðH 1 þ V Þ À gðH 1 Þg is super-trace class, we can apply the Birman-Krein identity [5] to the trace in (3.16) . This gives
We estimate the integral using the Ho¨lder inequality and the L p -theory of Section 2. Let * x xðlÞ ¼ xðgðlÞ; gðH 1 þ V Þ; gðH 1 ÞÞ; for notational convenience. Let wðxÞ be the characteristic function for the support of r 0 ðxÞ for x > 0; and we write * w wðxÞ wðl þ 1 À tÞ; so that the support of * w w is contained in ½À1 À 2k; À1 þ 2k: For any p > 1; and q such that Here, we integrated one power of r 0 ; using the fact that Àr 0 > 0 in the region of interest, and used the fact that jr 0 j ¼ Oðk À1 Þ; to obtain
By a simple change of variables, we find
We recall that
In particular, the volume of the support of V has order one, and is independent of jLj: We prove in Section 5 that the constant
1=p depends only on the single-site potential u k and dist ðE 0 ; inf sðH A 0 ÞÞ; and is independent of jLj: Consequently, the right-hand side of (3.24) is bounded above by C 0 k ð1ÀqÞ=q ; independent of jLj: 
For computational convenience, we always assume jljoð2jjV L jj 1 Þ À1 for multiplicative models. For ergodic models, the norm jjV L jj 1 is bounded independently of jLj: It follows as in the beginning of Section 3 that 
0 Þ: With this change, the proof given ahead holds for the multiplicative model.
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 1.2 and, as explained above, we will give the proof for the additive model
Proof of Theorem 1.2. (1) Let P AE denote the spectral projectors for H 0 corresponding to the components of the spectrum ½B þ ; 1Þ and ðÀ1; B À ; respectively, so that P þ þ P À ¼ 1; and P þ P À ¼ 0: We use the Feshbach method to decompose the problem relative to these two orthogonal projectors. Let H AE 0 P AE H 0 ; and denote by H AE ðlÞ H AE 0 þ lP AE VP AE : We will need the various projections of the potential between the subspaces P AE L 2 ðR d Þ; and we denote them by V AE P AE VP AE ; and
Let z 2 C; with Im za0: We can write the resolvent R L ðzÞ ¼ ðH L ðlÞ À zÞ À1 in terms of the resolvents of the projected operators H AE ðlÞ as follows. In order to write a formula valid for either P þ or for P À ; we let P ¼ P AE ; Q ¼ 1 À P AE ; and write R P ðzÞ ¼ ðPH 0 þ lPV L P À zPÞ À1 : We then have
where the operator GðzÞ is given by
(2) The choice of P AE depends upon whether E 0 is located near B AE ; respectively. Let 
Let us note that according to our choice of E 0 near B þ ; we have
Consequently, we define a constant l
Following the analysis of the proof of Theorem 1.1, we find that
5 PfjjðH À ðlÞ À E 0 P À Þ À1 jj41=ð2ZÞ and jjGðE 0 Þjj41=ð8ZÞg: ð4:6Þ Consequently, the probability that H L has spectrum in an Z-neighborhood of E 0 ; where E 0 > ðB þ þ B À Þ=2; is bounded above by
In light of (4.5) and (4.7), and the fact that ZodistðE 0 ; B þ Þod À ðE 0 Þ; we see that for jljol ð1Þ 0 ;
(3) We next reduce the estimate of PfjjGðE 0 Þjj > 1=ð8ZÞg to an equivalent spectral formulation for a certain self-adjoint, compact operator.
In analogy with (3.1) and (3.2), we can write GðE 0 Þ as
where we define * G G þ ðE 0 Þ by
Because of the compactness of the support of the local potential, and hypothesis (H2), the operator * G G þ ðE 0 Þ is self-adjoint and compact. Exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we show that if
(4) To estimate the last probability on the right-hand side in (4.11), we proceed as in (3.10) and (3.11) of the proof of Theorem 1.1. Let r50 be the function defined in part 2 of the proof of Theorem 1.1 with k ¼ 8Z=d þ ðE 0 Þ: In analogy with (3.11), we must estimate
ð4:12Þ
We do this using the operator A L introduced in (3.7),
However, unlike (3.8), the operator * G G þ ðE 0 Þ is no longer an eigenvector of A L : A straightforward calculation yields instead
The remainder term W ðE 0 Þ is given by We replace the calculation (3.12) by the Gohberg-Krein formula ( [3] , see also [37] ) that states
In order to evaluate the right-hand side of (4.17), we recall that r 0 ðx þ 1 À tÞ has compact support in ½À1 À 2k; À1 þ 2k; for any t 2 ½À3k=2; 3k=2: We expand the trace using the eigenfunctions
The second constraint on jlj arises from this expression. We have the lower bound on the last term in (4.18):
We define lðE 0 Þ of Theorem 1.2 as
ð4:20Þ
So for all jljolðE 0 Þ; we have a lower bound for (4.18),
for a finite constant C 1 > 0: This estimate replaces (3.13). We are then left with estimating a term similar to the one in (3.14) where G L ðE 0 Þ has been replaced by * G G þ ðE 0 Þ:
Using the notation of the proof of Theorem 1.1, a variation in the kth coupling constant results in the operator difference similar to (3.18),
where R À ðE 0 Þ ðE 0 P À À H À ðlÞÞ À1 : The operator on the right-hand side of (4.22) is compact. We show in Section 5 how to modify the proof in [11] to prove that the difference of the lth-powers of * G G 
A TRACE ESTIMATE
We present the estimates on additive perturbations needed in Sections 3 and 4. The calculations for multiplicative perturbations can be reduced to those for additive ones as discussed at the beginning of Section 4. We let K d ðR d Þ denote the Kato class of potentials, and we refer the reader to Simon's article [36] for a complete description (see also [1] ). We recall the main estimate from [11] , and then show how to apply it to the present case. We let H 0 be the Schro¨dinger operator 
and let M > 0 be a sufficiently large constant given in the proof. Let V be a real-valued, Kato-class function supported on BðRÞ; the ball of radius R > 0 with center at the origin. Then, for any p > 0; we have We sketch the proof of a modifications of this theorem needed in the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. We first consider the condition required in the proof of Theorem 1.1. We replace the resolvent
where the superscript ðb; kÞ (respectively, ða; kÞ) denotes the operator G L ðE 0 Þ with the kth coupling constant l k fixed at the value b; respectively, a; for any two values a; b 2 ½0; M: We then have
where V k is defined in (3.18),
Let us call the difference on the left-hand side in (5.4) the effective potential
with supp J k being slightly larger than supp u k : Following the proof in [34] , we first write V eff as
Now for any p 2 supp h 0 ; and for any r 2 N; we have
Consequently, we can write the terms in square brackets in (5.6) as
As in [34] , we can commute powers of J k to the right and express the term as
Here, the bounded operators J ab are combinations of the derivatives of J k ; and hence have the support contained in the support of J k ; and the operators B a;b are uniformly bounded independently of jLj: Notice that
L Þ À pu k has support in a bounded neighborhood of u k ; depending only on the choice of J k and the overlap of the supports of u k and u n ; for nak: Consequently, the Lebesgue measure jsuppJ k V p;k L j is bounded independent of jLj: We use the basic fact that J k R 0 ðE 0 Þ 2 I 2q ; provided q > d=4 (cf. [34] ). The I 2q -norm depends only on jsupp J k j; and is thus independent of jLj: It follows from this, standard trace ideal estimates, and the expansions (5.9) and (5.6), that each term of the sum on the right-hand side of (5.6) is in the super-trace ideal I 1=p ; for p > 1; provided l is chosen to satisfy l > pd=2 þ 1: This lower bound on l differs slightly from Proposition 5.1 due to an extra resolvent factor coming from the definition of G L ðE 0 Þ: Because of the support properties of J ab mentioned above, the I 1=p -norm is independent of jLj:
We now mention the modifications needed for the proof of Theorem 1. .4), is replaced by the difference given in (4.22):
Thus, there are two terms that enter into the analog of the right-hand side of (5.4), so we write
eff : ð5:11Þ
The first term is identical in form to (5.6), and we can write it as 
Each of the terms in the square brackets has the form, for r 2 N; and p 2 supp h 0 ; 
Each term in the sum on the right-hand side in (5.15) can be expanded as in (5.13) and (5.14). The expression corresponding to (5.13) is obtained by replacing the u k appearing there by u k R À ðE 0 Þu k : The corresponding terms in the square brackets are the same as in (5.14).
We now turn to the computation of the super-trace class norms of the effective potentials in (5.12) and (5.15). Because of the spectral projectors appearing in these terms, we cannot prove a representation for each of these terms as in (5.9). Instead, we use the exponential decay of the projectors and resolvents appearing in (5.14) in a manner similar to that used in [2] . We begin by summarizing the decay estimates that we need. Let a; b 2 R d be two distinct points and let w a ; w b 2 C 1 0 ðR d Þ be two functions localized near a and b; respectively, with disjoint supports. By hypothesis (H1), the operator H 0 is assumed to be semi-bounded from below with an open spectral gap G ¼ ðB À ; B À Þ: It follows from the contour integral representation of the spectral projection, and the Combes-Thomas estimate on the resolvent (cf. [13] or [2] A similar bound holds for w a R À ðE 0 Þw b : As mentioned above, for any w of compact support, the operator wR 0 ðE 0 Þ 2 I 2q ; for q > d=4: Let fw l j l 2 Z d g be a partition on unity on R d so that w l is supported in a unit cube centered at l 2 Z d : We then have 
where p ¼ 1=o þ 1=n: Each term is now expanded according to (5.14) . The first factor on the right-hand side in (5.21) is bounded above by We also write l J for the product l j 1 ; . . . ; l j lÀjÀ1Às 1 ; and similarly for the other index sets. A typical element in this sum has the form
ð5:23Þ
To compute the I o norm of this term, we bound each random variable by M; and use the Ho¨lder inequality for trace norms repeatedly based on bound (5.18). For each index set X ¼ J; K; L; and single-site potential u X i ; let w X i be a function of compact support in a region slightly larger than supp u X i ; and satisfying w X i u X i ¼ u X i : In this way, we obtain an upper bound on (5.23),
where 2q 0 ¼ 2qo=ð2q À ðl À j À 2 þ s 1 ÞoÞ: According to (5.18), we require that 2q 0 52q in order for the norms to be finite, that is,
where 04s 1 4l À j À 1: Similarly, the second factor in (5.21) can be bounded as in (5.24), provided n satisfies
where 04s 2 4j is the index from the expansion as in (5.14). Recalling that p ¼ 1=o þ 1=n; conditions (5.25) and (5.26) require that l > pd=2 þ 1: Finally, the sum over all the indices ðJ; K; LÞ is controlled by the exponential decay of each term as given in (5.18). It follows that the sums are bounded independently of jLj: This proves that (5.
EXTENSIONS AND COMMENTS ON LOCALIZATION

Generalizations: Schrödinger operators with random magnetic fields
The methods of this paper can be used to treat a more general family of random perturbations that includes Schro¨dinger operators with random magnetic potentials. We will show that we can treat families of random operators of the form
provided jlj is sufficiently small, where H 0 ; a second-order, selfadjoint, partial differential operator, is a deterministic background operator, and the perturbations H j;o ; j ¼ 1; 2 are symmetric, relatively H 0 bounded, first-order differential operators. For the Wegner estimate, it suffices to consider the operators H j;o localized to finite volume regions L & R d : We say that a operator B L is localized in L if there exists a constant 04Ro1 so that, with L R S x2L B R ðxÞ; and for any element f 2 C 
where the deterministic operators B j are symmetric, uniformly (in jLj) relatively H 0 bounded, first-order partial differential operators with coefficients supported in regions with volumes independent of jLj:
o is localized in L; quadratic in the random variables l j ðoÞ; and has the form
where the deterministic operators C jk ¼ C kj are symmetric, uniformly (in jLj) relatively H 0 bounded, first-order partial differential operators with coefficients supported in regions with volumes independent of jLj; and such that the support of the coefficients of P j2 * L L C jk ; for each k 2 * L L; are independent of jLj:
As the method shows, one can consider operators H L 2;o that depend polynomially on the random variables.
Our primary example is the following. We consider a vector potential A 
Comparing with (6.1), we have
The local, random vector potential A L o has the Anderson-type form (1.5) with vector-valued, single-site potentials u k : We assume that the single-site potentials and random variables l k ðoÞ satisfy hypotheses (H3) and (H4). For this choice, the operators B j ¼ ÀðÀir À A 0 Þ Á u j À u j Á ðÀir À A 0 Þ; and C jk ¼ u j Á u k : It is clear that hypothesis (H3) on the u j imply the locality conditions of hypotheses (H5) and (H6).
As in Sections 3 and 4, we will consider two cases: (1) the Wegner estimate and the IDS near inf S and (2) the Wegner estimate and the IDS near the internal gaps.
As a concrete example for both of these cases, we consider a perturbation of the Landau Hamiltonian H 0 on R 2 : The background vector potential A 0 can be chosen to be A 0 ðx 1 ; x 2 Þ ¼ ðB 0 =2Þð0; x 1 Þ: The spectrum of H 0 consists of a discrete family of E n ðB 0 Þ ¼ ð2n þ 1ÞB 0 ; n ¼ 0; 1; . . . of infinitely degenerate eigenvalues. We now consider a perturbation A o of Andersontype, obtained from (1.5) by summing over all lattice points Z d : It is clear that for small jlj the deterministic spectrum S lies in nonoverlapping bands of width OðjljMÞ about the Landau levels, where supp h 0 ¼ ½0; M; as above (cf. [6] for related results on the spectrum of magnetic Schro¨dinger operators). Hence, we can consider the Wegner estimate and the IDS at energies near the bottom of the first band and at higher band edges.
Concerning the first case, inf S; Nakamura [33] recently proved an upper bound on the IDS NðEÞ; exhibiting the Lifshitz tail behavior, near the bottom of the spectrum for a general family of Schro¨dinger operators with random magnetic fields. Nakamura considered the case of l ¼ 1 and A 0 ¼ 0 in (6.4), and d52: He assumed that the magnetic field is a random and metrically transitive, bounded, closed, two-form on R d ; that is asymptotically clustering in the sense that for any f ; g 2 C 0 ðR d Þ; the expectation EðfgÞ approaches Eðf ÞEðgÞ; as the supports of f and g separate. Furthermore, the expectation of the average of the magnetic field over a unit cell is assumed to be strictly positive. Under these conditions, Nakamura proved that lim sup
For the special case of a random vector potential described above, we prove a Wegner estimate and the Ho¨lder continuity of the IDS near inf S: It follows from the comments below on localization that Nakamura's estimate (6.6), and the Wegner estimate, Theorem 6.1, prove Anderson localization for a class of random magnetic Schrödinger operators near the bottom of the deterministic spectrum provided inf S ¼ 0:
As for the situation of internal gaps, we can construct examples of families of random Schro¨dinger operators with random vector potentials starting with three types of background operators with open internal gaps. These internal gaps can be proved to remain open after a perturbation by random vector potential with weak disorder. First, for d ¼ 2; we can consider the Landau Hamiltonian discussed above. Secondly, pure magnetic Schro¨dinger operators with periodic vector potentials have been studied by Hempel and Herbst [18] and Nakamura [32] . These authors prove that there may exist open spectral gaps for Schro¨dinger operators with strong, periodic magnetic fields. They give nontrivial examples for which there are open gaps in the spectrum. Finally, we consider the perturbation of a periodic Schro¨dinger operator H 00 ¼ ÀD þ V per by a small vector potential l 0 A 0 : It follows from the results of Briet and Cornean [6] that the operator H 0 ðlÞ ¼ ÀðÀir À lA 0 Þ 2 þ V per has open internal gaps provided jlj is taken sufficiently small.
We begin with the Wegner estimate for the general family of random operators (6.1) satisfying (H5) and (H6) near the bottom of the deterministic spectrum and near the band edges. Theorem 6.1. ðaÞ Bottom of S: Suppose that the deterministic background operator H 0 satisfies hypotheses ðH1bÞ; with S 0 ¼ inf sðH 0 Þ > 0; and ðH2Þ; and that the random processes H L j;o ; j ¼ 1; 2; satisfy (H5) and (H6), with the random variables satisfying hypothesis ðH4Þ: Let E 0 oS 0 ; and choose Proof. We follow the proofs of Sections 3 and 4.
Bottom of S:
The proof proceeds effectively as in Section 3. The operator that replaces G L ðE 0 ; oÞ in (3.2) of Section 3 is
where H L j;o are defined in (6.2) and (6.3), respectively. Because of hypotheses (H5) and (H6), we easily find that
The bounded operator K L ðE 0 Þ is defined by
Let us write n jjK L ðE 0 Þjj: Because of the support of r 0 ; we need to invert the right-hand side of (6.12) on the spectral subspace for which G l L ðE 0 Þ4 ðÀ1 þ 2kÞ; where, as in Section 3, k ¼ Z=d; for d ¼ distðE 0 ; sðH 0 ÞÞ: We fix l 0 by the requirement that l 2 0 n ¼ ð1 À 2kÞ=2: Thus, for any jljol 0 ; we have
With these modifications, we arrive at the analogs of (3.15) and (3.16) . In order to apply the results on the SSF, we let H 1 G l L ðE 0 Þ 0;k and compute the analog of (3.18),
where we write
This is similar to the form of the perturbation caused by varying a single coupling constant appearing in (3.18) . The essential point is that the first-order operators B k and P j2 * L L l j C jk ; appearing in each term, are local operators whose supports are independent of L: This insures that the L p -estimate on the corresponding SSF is independent of jLj: Consequently, the proof concludes as in Section 3.
2. Internal gaps: As in Section 4, the projectors P AE are the spectral projectors for H 0 corresponding to the spectral subspaces ½B þ ; 1Þ and ðÀ1; B À ; respectively. We consider the case when E 0 2 G and E 0 > ðB þ þ B À Þ=2: The formulas for the Feshbach projection method are obtained from (4.3) and (4.4) by replacing the potential lV L by ðlH
The resulting formula for R P À ðE 0 Þ R À ðE 0 Þ; the first term on the right-hand side in (4.3), is 
Similarly, the operator GðE 0 Þ can be written, in analogy with (4.4), (4.9), and (4.10), as
The compact, self-adjoint operator * G G þ ðE 0 Þ has an expansion in l given by
where the coefficients are given by
We now compute the action of the vector field A L ; defined in (4.13), on the operator * G G þ ðE 0 Þ: Formulas (6.20) indicate that we need to compute the action of A L on the local perturbations H L j;o ; j ¼ 1; 2; and on the resolvent R À ðE 0 Þ: According to hypotheses (H5) and (H6), the action of A L on these operators is the same as given in (6.10) and (6.11), and
Using these results, we obtain
The remainder terms K j ðE 0 Þ are given by
As in part 1 of the proof, we need to compute
As in the first part of the proof, this requires that we choose l sufficiently small so that 
Localization
The Wegner estimate plays a key role in the proof of localization for families of random operators. The Wegner estimate for nonsign definite potentials proved here can be used to prove band-edge localization as, for example in [2, 12] , under some additional assumptions (see also the recent book by Stollmann [40] ). As the theory is not yet in optimal form, we indicate the lines of the proof and will return to this in another paper. In order to prove localization, we need to establish an initial length scale estimate for the resolvent of the local Hamiltonian H L : At present, only the method of Lifshitz tails appears to provide this estimate for the case of nonsign definite single-site potentials. The standard method (cf. [2, 23, 43] ) depends on the monotonic variation of the eigenvalues of H X L with respect to the coupling constants that does not hold in the nonsign definite case. However, there is no satisfactory result for Lifshitz tails, either at the bottom of the spectrum or at internal band edges, for the case of nonsign definite single-site potentials.
Bottom of the Spectrum S
Let us suppose that the IDS exhibits a weak Lifshitz tail near inf S; in the sense that lim E!inf S ðE À inf SÞ ÀN NðEÞ ¼ 0; ð6:25Þ for any N 2 N; for the models described in this paper, for which a Wegner estimate holds. Then a standard argument, as in [25] , proves localization below inf sðH From this, we conclude that the probability that H L has no eigenvalues in a small interval of size e near inf S is less than C N jLje N ; for any N > 0: This is sufficient to prove an initial length scale estimate using the Combes-Thomas argument, upon taking e to depend on the initial length scale.
Internal Gaps
The case of internal band edges is more complicated. We need two results. Firstly, we need weak internal Lifshitz tails (6.25) at the edges of the internal bands. Secondly, we need an analog of (6.26) in order to recover information about the finite-volume counting function near a band edge from the IDS.
Concerning the first point, Klopp [26] recently proved the following. Let H 0 be a periodic Schro¨dinger operator and V o an Anderson-type potential with single-site potentials u j ðxÞ ¼ uðx À jÞ; and the single-site potential u50 is bounded with compact support. We assume that H 0 has an open spectral gap G ¼ ðB À ; B þ Þ: The common density h 0 of the random variables is assumed to be supported in ½0; M; for some M > 0; and h 0 vanishes more slowly than an exponential as l ! 0 þ : We assume that M is sufficiently small so that the deterministic spectrum S of [26] that, in the small coupling constant limit, positivity of the potential V o ; and thus of the single-site potential u; is sufficient, but not necessary, for the proof. Rather, one requires that Q B u Q B 50: Hence, the proof of [26] can be modified to accommodate nonsign definite potentials u ¼ u þ À u À provided the negative part u À is small in the sense that Q B u þ Q B a0 and
This is a condition on u and the background operator H 0 : We remark that one can also apply this argument to Schro¨dinger operators with random magnetic fields, cf. [17] .
To address the second problem, we refer to the recent article of Klopp and Wolff [27] . They prove a general result, valid for all dimensions d51; which provides the analog of (6.26) if Lifshitz tails are known to exist. Let H P L be the operator H 0 þ V o restricted to a cube of side length L with periodic boundary conditions. The Wegner estimates, Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, proved for the local Hamiltonian H 0 þ V L ; also hold for the operator H This is sufficient to establish the initial length scale hypothesis using a Combes-Thomas argument.
